CoachSource Team Coaching

CoachSource Team Coaching is more than traditional team building. While focused on enhancing the relationships between team members, it takes growth much further. CoachSource Team Coaching guides an intact leadership team to new levels of trust, operational effectiveness, and business performance.

Our coaches work with teams to clarify goals and build the right processes to achieve those goals. They help enhance a team’s ability to collaborate and dialogue, with more open and creative discussion. They support team members to hold each other accountable while maintaining psychological safety. CoachSource Team Coaching opens the way for teams to develop greater strategic awareness and decision making.

Accelerate Team Growth

CoachSource applies an overarching, robust model to Team Coaching, with proven techniques that create lasting change. By applying this model, CoachSource Team Coaching improves team performance every step of the way.

We offer a range of customized Team Coaching solutions that typically occur over 1 to 12 months. Each program is comprised of background activities such as consultation, interviews and planning, assessments, and coaching activities which include the whole team, sub-teams, and/or individuals. Shorter and extended programs can also be designed.

Measurable Outcomes When Partnering with CoachSource

Leadership teams are critical for driving successful organizational strategy, culture, and operations. CoachSource Team Coaching:

- Builds both team and individual leadership capabilities.
- Provides measurable, sustained results linking to business goals and expanding team capacity beyond the coaching engagement.
- Has a central benefit of maximizing the team’s collective abilities to accomplish and exceed the goals required by the organization.
- Leads to observable growth in the capabilities of the team leader, the individual team members, and the collective team.

An effective team increases the productivity, satisfaction, and growth of each of its team members, the team itself, and the rest of the organization.
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ABOUT COACHSOURCE

- CoachSource is the largest & most experienced network with over 1100 coaches in over 100 countries, speaking 55+ languages.
- Proven coaching methodology, inspired by Marshall Goldsmith.
- CoachSource CLOUD™ tracks all aspects of your coaching program 24/7.
- Coaching Management Services using our coaches or yours, we manage everything worldwide.
- Measurable Results, what gets measured gets done with customized Mini Surveys.
- CoachSource CONNECT open development community for all our coaches.
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